
Your strategy, program, and technology landscape is constantly 
changing and shifting in this age of digital everything. Digizent walks 
with you, providing innovative solutions to help you succeed in a 
digital world. We will help you create experiences for your audience 
that are engaging, strategic, and inspiring, but more importantly, 
that generate results to further your mission.

Doing good 
TM  

through jaw-dropping 

Video



Video
Tell your story ... better!

Many marketers cite time, cost, and lack of reliable 
resources as reasons they don’t use video. Digizent 
solves all those concerns, and more. 

Our video production is shockingly affordable, 
award-winning, results-driven, and flexible enough 
to make it easy and personalized. 

Whether you need compelling storytelling to 
enhance a campaign, motion graphics to illustrate a 
complex process, or an animation that brings your 
brand to life, Digizent can provide your turnkey 
video solution at a fraction of the usual costs.

We needed a compelling video to 
showcase our new commercial cooking 
appliance, the first to have multiple 
technologies in a single footprint. The 
Digizent team took CAD drawings and 
created lifelike renderings which they 
animated brilliantly. They delivered 
extremely high-quality results not 
only with their animation, but also 
with their creativity, video direction, 
and production. The affordability was 
another plus. I trust Digizent with 
my video needs because they always 
deliver what I want and need.

— Phil McKee
Founder & Chairman

See videos in action »

https://digizent.com/portfolio-video/
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Contact Us

The Digizent team is truly international, with design, 
project management, and technical teams working 
out of our Puebla, Mexico office. Strategic and creative 
direction, along with copywriting, are provided by our 
Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex-based team. 

Team members are graduates of a variety of 
prestigious universities in Mexico, Europe, and 
the United States. Degrees cover a wide range of 
specialties including computer science, information 
design, project management, graphic and interactive 
design, international business, and communications. 
Digizent offers innovation and results in the digital 
arena that few digital groups of any size can match. 

Our team is proud to serve you!
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